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2019-2020  
San José State Phi Zeta 
 
A. Initiations  
Both of the Fall 2019 and Spring 2020 initiation procedures had the same requirements. In order 
for candidates to be invited to be a member of Pi Tau Sigma - Phi Zeta, the candidate had to be 
in the top 25% of their mechanical engineering class. Around the third week of the respective 
semester, students who met this requirement received an email from the president of the chapter 
via the SJSU mechanical engineering department chair. The invitation granted them an invitation 
to attend an information session. The candidates who were interested in learning more about the 
PTS Phi Zeta chapter were given the option to attend an info session that was convenient for 
them. Two separate time slots on two different days were set to be as accommodating as possible 
for the different candidate’s schedules. The candidates would then RSVP to their respective info 
session via a google form and the chapter officers would prepare a presentation to give during 
both info sessions. This presentation summarized the history of Pi Tau Sigma as a whole, the 
history of the Phi Zeta chapter, notable alumni, industry and social events from prior semesters, 
the rough schedule of events for the respective semester, the requirements for the entire initiation 
process and contact information for the different officers. At the end of the info session, the 
candidates could ask any questions that they had and they were also given the opportunity to fill 
out the membership application, pay their membership fee and acquire their PTS key. For both 
the Fall 2019 and Spring 2020 info sessions, there was an average of around ten people in 
attendance.  
 
The requirements in order for the candidates to become PTS members were to fill out their 
membership application, pay their membership fee, attend at least two industry or social events 
throughout the semester, polish and frame their key prior to the initiation ceremony, and finally 
to attend the initiation ceremony. The initiation ceremony consisted of several steps. First, the 
candidates would line up outside the venue in alphabetical order about five minutes before 
starting the ceremony (a few extra minutes were given to people that may have been running 
late). Next, the vice president would check to make sure that the candidate’s keys were polished 
and framed as instructed. Once this was done, the candidates were walked into the venue and sat 
down in isles in the same alphabetical order. The president and vice prescient would then 
commence the ceremony and read their respective parts from the ceremony handbook. Once the 
ceremony guidebook steps were complete, the candidates would go up one by one to where the 
president and vice president were located and would sign the chapter role book, again in 
alphabetical order. As the candidates went up one by one, a picture would be taken of each 
candidate with the fellow officers. After all of the candidates had completed this step, a group 
picture would be taken. The final activity of the initiation ceremony was for the officers and new 
initiates to mingle while drinking coffee and eating some donuts.  







 
The image below depicts the Fall 2019 initiation in which a total of seven candidates were 
initiated into the Phi Zeta Chapter. The officers can be seen behind the wooden table and they are 
Julio de Pereda (Treasurer), Marcus Freitas (President), and Hugh Pham (Vice President), from 
left to right respectively. Unfortunately, our advisor was not able to attend the Fall 2019 
initiation, but he was able to attend the Spring 2020 initiation.  


 
 
Given the 2020 pandemic, the Spring 2020 initiation was held via video conference on Zoom. 
Due to the circumstances, there were only four initiates in the Spring. The image of the virtual 
initiation can be seen below.  


 
The officers can be seen in the top row of the image, Marcus Freitas (President),  Julio de Pereda 
(Treasurer), and Hugh Pham (Vice President), from left to right respectively. The chapter advisor 







Fred Barez is pictured in the middle of the third row. The initiates can be seen in the middle row 
and the leftmost rectangle of the third row. The last person on the third row is Haadi Elahi and he 
will be the new treasurer for the 2020-2021 academic year. Another image of the online initiation 
can be seen below.  


 
 
B. Chapter Activities 
In order to better organize the chapter activities, they will be split up into the fall and spring 
semesters.  For both semesters the following structure applies: as the semesters progressed, the 
officers would plan several industry and social events that the candidates could attend. On 
several occasions, there were events in which the Phi Zeta chapter collaborated with SJSU’s 
chapters of Tau Beta Pi, ASME, and several other clubs. This allowed for the candidates and 
officers to interact and network with engineers from all disciplines.  
 
Fall 2019 
The Fall semester was a busy one in terms of chapter activities. There were several exciting 
industry and social events that members and initiates benefited from. Many of the industry and 
social events were not photographed as everyone mainly focused on getting to know each other. 
The future officers have been instructed to take more pictures for the following reports. Some 
social events are as follows: bowling at the SJSU student union, Boba hang out, indoor soccer at 
the Spartan Rec Center, Engineering Olympics with Tau Beta Pi. Industry events are as follows: 
Company Tours of Tesla, Facebook, Carbon 3D, Lunch and learn with PSC Biotech, and 
Lockheed Martin, and a Job Hunting Workshop hosted by the SHRM club at SJSU. 







 
Spring 2020  
The Spring semester was an unusual one for the entire global population. This was no different 
for PTS. The semester started off as any other normal semester, four of the Phi Zeta officers even 
attended the Spring 2020 National Convention in Rochester, New York. It was a great 
experience overall not only for networking with the top mechanical engineers from around the 
world but also for building a stronger bond between the officers that attended. It was a 
memorable experience overall, and one that created memories for a lifetime.  


 
 
Once the convention was over, there were still a few weeks of normality in which the info 
sessions were held. The two info sessions were the last in-person events of the semester due to 
classes being moved fully online and the shelter in place being enforced in the San Francisco 
Bay Area. As soon as the officers found out that in-person events would no longer be allowed, 
quick adjustments had to be made in order to begin fully shifting to online events. The officers 
wanted to ensure that candidates still had an opportunity to enjoy as normal of an experience as 
possible. Thus, an effort was made to plan several online social and industry events. To increase 
the number of events possible for the candidates, collaborations were planned between Tau Beta 







Pi and Pi Tau Sigma. Netflix watch parties were planned between the two honor societies on 
three different occasions. Another social event called Coffee with PTS Officers was organized in 
which the candidates and officers all had coffee or tea via Zoom. The candidates had a chance to 
ask questions and just socialize overall. This event replaced the coffee/boba nights that would 
have otherwise taken place in person. In terms of industry events, a talk via Zoom was organized 
with a Stanford mechanical engineer named James Bui. The talk was organized such that he 
would go over his engineering journey and give advice to the candidates about the learning 
experience that he has had as a student and as an engineer. The event was successful with an 
attendance of 25 people via Zoom. It was an insightful and refreshing experience overall and one 
which the candidates, active members, and officers enjoyed. Given the restrictive circumstances, 
the Phi Zeta chapter adapted quickly and responded in an appropriate manner which allowed 
candidates to still have as enjoyable an initiation experience as possible. 
 
C. Other  
Aside from the chapter activities, another component that the officers gained a learning 
experience from was presenting to the Board of Associated Students for National Convention 
travel funding. Julio de Pereda (Treasurer) and  Marcus Freitas (President) put together a 
presentation that included an itinerary for the convention, cost of the convention tickets, cost of 
flight tickets, and presented that to the board. Additionally, a part of the presentation was to 
explain how SJSU would benefit from our experience. The presenting officers explained that 
there was much knowledge to be gained from the other chapters present that would then be used 
to strengthen the San Jose State Phi Zeta Chapter. In the end, the 2020 PTS National Convention 
funding request was approved, and the officers had a great time.  
 








Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 
2011-2012 


San José State University Phi Zeta 
 
A. Initiations 
 


Those invited to join Pi Tau Sigma’s Phi Zeta chapter have a GPA of 3.0 or 
above, are at least at the junior level, and have completed 60 units. The list of such 
students is received from the Mechanical and Aerospace department office and 
invitations are sent out by the officers. Possible initiates are required to attend at least 
two general meetings, participate in a community service event, attend an initiate-faculty 
mixer, and be present for the initiation ceremony. Initiates are also expected to decorate 
their PTS plaques and keys prior to the faculty mixer to have signed by each faculty 
member. The plaques and keys are also judged by the faculty based on craftsmanship 
and originality. The top three receive gift cards to the university bookstore and have 
their photos taken with their plaques to be posted on the chapter website. 


The initiation ceremony is fairly standard. Initiates meet at a specified location, 
are blindfolded by the officers, and are lead down a hallway to the room in which the 
ceremony takes place. The room is dimly lit with candles. At the front sits a table 
bearing the two symbols of Pi Tau Sigma. This table is where the President and Vice 
President read the initiation scripts. Before the initiates are seated, they sign their 
names in a book marking all of the chapter’s initiations. If possible, the faculty advisor 
attends to give a welcoming speech as well. After certificates and member cards are 
distributed, officer nominations are encouraged for the next year. This way, the following 
year’s officers can be trained by the current officers for a semester before actually 
taking office. Celebration usually consists of pizza and soda, mingling among members. 
The Fall 2011 initiation occurred on December 9 and consisted of 28 initiates. 
Unfortunately, no initiation was held Spring 2012 due to the chapter’s resources being 
exhausted by hosting the 2012 Pi Tau Sigma National Convention. However, a list of 
possible initiates was received and will be invited to join in the fall. 
 
B. Chapter Activities  
 
 In the fall, Phi Zeta members participated in a Halloween-themed bake sale to 
raise funds for the chapter/national convention. Members were also invited to attend a 
tour of the arc-jet facility at NASA Ames Research center with the help of one of our 
alumni. This gave an inside look into some of the technologies used to develop 
materials used for reentry protection of spacecrafts. Of course our chapter’s biggest 
triumph of the year was hosting the national convention. Over a year of preparation 
went into the event. Fortunately, with the help of SJSU’s dean of the college of 
engineering, some select staff and faculty, and the Pi Tau Sigma national officers, it was 
a rousing success! While the convention went very well, our chapter was unable to do 
much else in the spring semester. 
 Every May, the Phi Zeta chapter hosts the Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering Department awards banquet. The beginning of the event includes a project 
showcase of various student groups in the department from SAE Formula competition 







cars to AIAA’s Design Build Fly planes and even robots from SJSU’s Robotics Club. 
The showcase is followed by a banquet dinner for the sponsors, awardees, faculty, and 
other attendees. Both student and faculty awards are given out after these 
presentations including the faculty member of the year award. A portion of the banquet 
is also given to introduce the initiates of Pi Tau Sigma. The banquet closes with a raffle. 
In the future PTS looks to work with Sigma Gamma Tau, the aerospace engineering 
honor society, since it is technically the aerospace department banquet as well and this 
could garner a better relationship among the two majors. As their first major task, the 
planning of this event is given to next year’s officers. 
 
C. Other 
 
2011-2012 Officer List 
President – Alden Wilson 
Vice President – Ellen Chu 
Treasurer – Cassandra Acosta 
Events Coordinator – Karen Wakita 
Webmaster – Cynthia Lee 
Secretary – Ben Roberts 


2012-2013 Officer List 
President – Shauna Roth 
Vice President – Mrunal Panchal 
Treasurer – Obinna Okoye 
Events Coordinator – Julian Rosenberg 
Webmaster – Rosa Sung 
 


 
 








San Jose State Phi Zeta 
San Jose State University, San Jose, California 


Chartered October 8, 1982. Number 127. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


During this academic year, the goal was to 
revive our chapter and to get our members 
more involved in the community and within 
the chapter in general. We aimed to create new 
positions to divide up the work load more 
effectively and to set up more volunteer 
opportunities. An additional goal was to be a 
recognized organization by the university.    


Activities 
In the 2007-2008 academic year, our chapter 
created new positions such as a webmaster to 
maintain our website, and community service, 
events and fundraising coordinators. As a 
result of these new positions we were able to 
organize events and several volunteer 
opportunities. To get members more involved 
in the chapter, we established requirements to 
be considered an active member. Each 
member had to attend at least two meetings 
and participate in at least one community 
service event.  
 
We had a PTS bowling event to kick off the 
year to get our members acquainted with one 
another.  PTS finally became a recognized 
organization by the university. 
 
As far as volunteering was concerned we are 
proud of our accomplishments. We offered 
tutoring in core subject areas to students in the 
MAE Department. In the fall semester, 
members participated in a community park 
clean-up near a local elementary school and 
helped out at the annual Girls Summit. During 
the spring semester members helped out at the 
SOLES Science Extravaganza which aims to 
motivate young students in pursuing careers 
related to science and technology.  We also 
participated in Career Expos where we talked 
with Silicon Valley employers and helped 
them set-up for the upcoming career fairs. In 
addition, we took part in the 2nd annual SJSU 
Day of Service and Global Youth Services 
Day. 
 
At the end of the year we had our annual 
MAE/PTS banquet where we summarized the 
chapter’s achievements and presented awards 
such as professor of the year and MAE 
graduate of the year. 
       


Graduates 
Christine Allen-Blanchette – Plans unknown 
Johan Altamirano – Plans unknown 
Melissa Bautista – Project Manager at PG&E 
John Bergman – Working at BAE Systems and 


attending Graduate School at Santa Clara 
University 


Philip Boutelle – Engineer at Independent 
Energy Systems in Santa Cruz, CA 


Anthony Cacace – Unknown 
Leonel De Los Reyes – Associate Mechanical 


Engineer at BAE Systems 
Christopher Filice – Mechanical Design 


Engineer at BAE Systems 
Carl Gohmann – Unknown 
Benjamin Hor – Unknown 
Calvin Kam – Mechanical Engineer at 


Synaptics Inc.  
Pascal Kam – Mechanical Engineer at Google 


and attending Graduate School at San Jose 
State University 


James Sanderson – Unknown 
Sharin Shafian – Unknown 
Gabriel Stone – Unknown 
Daniel Wiggins – Plans unknown 
Justin You – Unknown 
Liang Yu – Unknown 
Hanaa Zeid – Working at GE and attending 


Graduate School at San Jose State 
University 


Awards & Recognition 
Dr. Fred Barez – Professor of the Year 
Melissa Bautista – Department Service Award 
Philip Boutelle – ME Graduate of the Year 
Anthony Cacace – Department Service Award 
Pascal Kam – Advanced Graduate Studies 
Johanna Knudsen – Promising MAE Student 
Kenneth Lau – Promising MAE Student 
Andrew Lau-Siem – Outstanding ME Student 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Gregory Barker Philip Boutelle 
Rachel De La Torre Christian Frey 
Tyler Grushkowitz Andrew Lau-Siem   
John Orozco Evan Suggs 


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Ruben Delgadillo Kim Eggert 
William Hossner Johanna Knudsen 
Joey Penniman Jason Stevens 
Xin Yao  


Transfer of Responsibilities 
Binders were distributed to each officer. All 
officers were expected to organize their own 
binder such that subsequent officers can 
follow what is to be done each semester. This 
would allow for a smoother transition of 







practices and responsibilities and better record 
maintenance.  


Plans for 2008-2009 
The plans for next year are to continue serving 
our community with several different activities 
that all members can participate in. We would 
also like to see our tutoring services offered 
not only to MAE department students, but to 
all students requiring assistance in math and 
science.  
 
We’d like to try and have PTS sweatshirts and 
t-shirts which our members can purchase and 
want to organize more fundraising events. 
Finally, we’d like to see more members 
involved in our PTS events.  


Chapter Officers 
President Melissa Bautista 
Vice President Sharin Shafian 
Treasurer Scott Wong 
Secretary James Sanderson 
Event Coordinator John Bergman 
Community Service Coordinator Seema Singh 
Fundraising Coordinator  Calvin Kam 
Webmaster Pascal Kam 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Raghu Agarwal 


Contact Information 
http://www.engr.sjsu.edu/pts/ 


Reporter 
Seema Singh 
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SJSU Phi Zeta Chapter 
San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 
Chartered October 8, 1982. Number 127. 


 
Goals for 2008-2009 


Our primary goal for 2008-2009 was to 
increase membership rates, and increase the 
quality of activity and recognition within our 
campus. 
Other goals for 2008-2009 were to promote 
interest in mechanical engineering in freshman 
through our voluntary tutoring program and 
presentations to freshman-level general 
engineering classes. 


Activities 
Besides the two initiation requirements, this 
semester we included a new requirement for 
new initiates.  After going to the Pi Tau Sigma 
Convention, some chapters required that 
pledges receive the unpolished key and a 
plaque, where the pledges must polish the key, 
and mount the key onto the plaque.  Finally, 
the pledges were to get signatures from their 
entire pledge class as well as the President, 
Vice President, and Faculty Advisor 
signatures.  The keys and plaques definitely 
increased membership numbers and 
participation throughout the semester. 


Part of Pi Tau Sigma Phi Zeta requirements is 
one community service event per semester.  
During this year, we have participated in the 
following community service events: Sally 
Ride Science Festival at NASA Ames (Sept 
9), Tutoring in the Engineering building, and 
in the dorms (throughout the semester), 
Spartan Preview Day (Nov 8), Silicon Valley 
Regional FIRST Robotics Competition (Mar 
11-14), CELL/ELCAS/MEP Undergraduate 
Student Club Social (Mar 18), Admitted 
Spartan Day, COE Open House (Apr 4), 
Global Youth Service Day (Apr 25), 3rd 
Annual Day of Service (May 8). 


In order to increase membership activity, Bi-
weekly meetings were held throughout the 
spring semester.  The goal of holding Bi-
weekly meetings was to continually update Pi 
Tau Sigma pledges and members.  In doing so, 
the minimum participation in community 
service events and meetings were easily met.  
In fact, many members actually participated in 
more than the one community service and two 
meeting requirement during the spring 
semester. 


Another element practiced this semester, 
unlike previous semesters, was events.  Also 


bi-weekly, these fun get-togethers allowed Pi 
Tau Sigma, and other SJSU students to devote 
some time to relax and have fun.  The reason 
these programs were facilitated were to de-
stress students occupied with midterms, 
projects, homework assignments, and other 
stressful factors.  Some activities hosted 
throughout the spring semester were: an 
organized ultimate frisbee game, basketball in 
the gym, as well as board game night.  Not 
only did Pi Tau Sigma members network with 
each other, but because these programs were 
not exclusive to Pi Tau Sigma members, they 
were able to network with students outside of 
the Engineering Department. 


Several Pi Tau Sigma members participated in 
the College of Engineering Open House on 
Mar 31, 2009. Pi Tau Sigma prepared 
pamphlets and a poster and promoted Pi Tau 
Sigma to current students as well as incoming 
freshmen.  The mission of Pi Tau Sigma 
during open house was to encourage students 
that there are organizations exclusive to those 
with outstanding academic achievements, but 
these organizations are not limited to only 
mechanical engineering students.  (Such as 
Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, etc.) 


We were fortunate enough that spring initiate 
Joshua Hogan was motivated to become 
fundraising chair within our chapter.  Josh 
investigated SJSU’s Tax ID number, and thus 
spear-headed a fundraising night at Chevy’s.  
Not only did this night generate huge profits, 
but it was a great way for members to interact 
with non-members, and to support our 
organization. 


With the fundraising from Chevy’s and 
requests from student government, Pi Tau 
Sigma created and ordered T-shirts for the 
members to purchase.  T-shirts were navy 
Blue polo shirts, which included the words “Pi 
Tau Sigma”, “Phi Zeta”, and the Pi Tau Sigma 
key in the middle all in yellow font, to match 
our school colors of blue and gold.  T-shirts 
cost members $10 dollars to increase further 
revenue within our club. 


Finally the annual MAE department banquet 
was held during the final week of April.  This 
provided members a chance to network with 
each other, faculty members as well as guests 
of honor and relax before finals week.  During 
this banquet, the annual MAE Professor of the 
Year award was awarded to Dr. Raymond K. 







Yee, as well as scholarship recipients for 
outstanding MAE students. 


Graduates 
Adam Hickok – Plans unknown 
Ben Edes – Currently trying to find an 


engineering position. Eventually create own 
business. 


Brent Miller – Plans unknown 
Chuan Jiang – Plans unknown 
Eric Stackpole – Continuing internship at 


NASA Ames Research Center, Pursuing 
MSME at Santa Clara University 


George DeMoulin – Pursuing MSME at 
University of California, Los Angeles 


Ken Lau – Seeking to gain fame and fortune 
through mechanical engineering design job. 
Said job remains undiscovered as of yet. 


Kim Eggert – Currently a System Test Intern 
at Intuitive Surgical. Pursuing Masters 
Degree in Biomedical Devices Engineering 
at San Jose State University. 


Raymond Cota – Lockheed Martin, 
Sunnyvale, CA 


Reynaldo Arteaga – Actively looking for an 
engineering position and possible 
continuing education with a masters. 


Scott Wong – Currently looking for an entry-
level engineering position.  Will apply for 
MSME programs in 2011. 


Seema Singh – Plans unknown 
Vivien Lee – Bloom Energy, Sunnyvale, CA 
Xin Yao – Plans unknown  


Awards & Recognition 
Andrew Lau-Seim, S. Brooks Walton 


Scholarship Awards, $250 to a deserving 
and promising MAE student 


Carl Crizer, S. Brooks Walton Scholarship 
Award, $500 to an outstanding Mechanical 
Engineering graduate, as nominated and 
selected by ME faculty 


George Gonzalez, Philip M. Blair Memorial 
Education Award, $250 to a promising 
student who wishes to do research in 
Thermal/Fluid Sciences Education 


Hai Le, Daniel Alksne Memorial Scholarship 
Award, $500 to an outstanding Aerospace 
Engineering graduate, as nominated and 
selected by AE faculty 


Johanna Knudsen, S. Brooks Walton 
Scholarship Award, $250 to a deserving and 
promising MAE student 


José Velasco, Francis Huang Memorial 
Scholarship Award, $500 to a deserving and 
promising MAE student 


Matthew Kihlthau, Donald Myronuk 
Scholarship Award, $500 to a junior, senior, 


or graduate ME student who is a member of 
Pi Tau Sigma 


Monica Kapil, Alexander G. Liniecki 
Scholarship Award, $500 to a deserving and 
promising MAE student 


Randy Floresca, S. Brooks Walton Scholarship 
Award, $250 to a deserving and promising 
MAE student 


Raymond K. Yee, MAE Professor of the Year, 
an outstanding professor in the Mechanical 
Engineering department 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 


Adam Hickok Alex Tom 
Ammar Khan Baldomero Marquez 
Christina Coquilla Christine Heindel 
Daniel Wiseman Eric Wong 
Hugo Vargas Jeffrey Yue 
Jian Wei Loh John Duong 
Killol Acharya Mark Lahlouh 
Matthew Kihlthau Michelle Fessel 
Radik Sounougatov Ruben Almeida 
Ruth Herrera  


Spring 2009 Pledges 
Alisa Thomas Brent Miller 
Christopher Viehweg Dr. Fred Barez 
Hwan Lee Joshua Lykam 
Joshua Hogan Kavinda Wittahachchi 
Kevin Wan Martin Decker 
Nicholas Tran Ning Mar 
Reynaldo Arteaga Stephen Sellick 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
After finals week, the 2008-2009 officers met 
up with and communicated with the new 
officers with responsibilities and expectations 
for the 2009-2010 academic year. 
It was encouraged that the 2009-2010 officers 
keep in contact with 2008-2009 alumni as well 
as previous officers from past years. 
All documents were burned on a CD and 
passed to the 2009-2010 officers as an easier, 
more convenient digital portfolio. 
Prior to that, a survey was created, which 
required current Pi Tau Sigma members to 
answer what was successful about this year, 
and what improvements could be made for the 
upcoming year, if any.  The survey is a tool to 
make sure the following years can become 
further recognized on campus and within the 
community.  The survey was also used as an 
evaluation tool for next year’s officers to 
either follow, or to make improvements from 
any faults, if any.  The surveys were all 
submitted to the president or vice-president of 
2008-2009, which were then forwarded to the 
2009-2010 officers, electronically. 







The officers of 2008-2009 plan on meeting in 
person with the new officers throughout the 
summer in order to ensure all questions are 
being answered, and the timeline for the 2009-
2010 academic year is well structured. 


Plans for 2009-2010 
The 2009-2010 officers plan on continuing 
most of the same activities and traditions as 
last year.  Because the 2008-2009 officers will 
regularly keep in contact with the 2009-2010 
officers, there will be an organized timeline of 
events throughout the academic year.  Because 
of this, organization will be less stressful and 
outside planning will be easier to do. 


Ultimately, we plan on extending the tutoring 
services outside of SJSU.  In the past years, Pi 
Tau Sigma was tutoring in the Engineering 
building.  In 2008-2009, we extended tutoring 
services within the dorms.  Eventually, we 
plan on taking these tutoring services to local 
High schools, so that the kids there can get a 
jumpstart into their future careers. 


Because Joshua Hogan ironed out the 
fundraising for this year, we plan on taking 
fundraising to the next level.  Not only are we 
going to continue setting up dinner nights at 
local restaurants, but we also plan on having 
local fundraisers (selling homemade 
cookies/food), as well as writing to 
organizations and companies. 


This year we were unable to get alumni or 
guest speakers come to our meetings in order 
to network and talk with our fellow members.  
Perhaps next year, or the year after that, Pi Tau 
Sigma will be able to contact alumni members. 


Finally, the 2009-2010 officers continue to 
plan on hosting events throughout the year, 
and eventually have a friendly competition 
between the different engineering students.  
This will encourage a new level of energy, 
networking within the different engineering 
disciplines, and overall make the college of 
engineering a more enjoyable experience. 


Chapter Officers 
President Scott Wong 
Vice President Seema Singh 
Treasurer Eric Stackpole 
Secretary Christian Frey 
Comm. Service (Fall ’08) Steven Bong Chun 
Comm. Service (Spring ’09) Seema Singh 
Events Coordinator Raymond Cota 
Fundraising Chair (Spring ’09) Joshua Hogan 
Webmaster Scott Wong 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Raghu Agarwal 


Contact Information 
http://www.engr.sjsu.edu/pts 


Reporter 
Scott Wong 


Newly Elected Officers for 2009-2010 
President Joshua Hogan 


josh.s.hogan@gmail.com 
 


Vice President Mohammad Ammar Khan 
makhan19@gmail.com 


 
Treasurer Baldomero Marquez 


bmarquez_06@yahoo.com 
 


Events Coordinator Jian Wei Loh 
ji4n_w31@yahoo.com 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2012-2013 


 


San Jose Phi Zeta 


 


 


A. Initiations 


 


The first initiation ceremony of the academic year was held on Tuesday, December 11
th


, 


2012 at 12 PM where 2 members were initiated. To be eligible for this initiation, initiates 


were required to complete and submit a membership form and fee of $60, attend at least 


two general meetings, participate in at least one community service event, and polish and 


mount their PTS key. The initiation ceremony included the reading of the Pi Tau Sigma 


Rituals and the teaching of the secret handshake. 


 


 
 


    Figure 1. Fall 2012 Initiates   Figure 2. Spring 2013 Initiates 


 


The second initiation ceremony of the academic year was held on Tuesday, May 14
th


, 2013 


at 2:45 PM where 20 members were initiated. To be eligible for this initiation, initiates 


were required to complete and submit a membership form and fee of $60, attend at least 


one general meeting, participate in at least one community service event, and polish and 


mount their PTS key. The initiation ceremony included the reading of the Pi Tau Sigma 


Rituals, the teaching of the secret handshake, and distribution of membership cards. 


Afterwards, refreshments were provided for the new members. 


  







B. Chapter Activities 


 


On October 27
th


, 2012, the San Jose Phi Zeta chapter teamed up with San Jose State 


University’s Tau Beta Pi chapter for a volunteer day at Veggielution Community Farm in 


San Jose. Veggielution Community Farm is a non-profit community farm dedicated to 


creating a more sustainable food system in San Jose. Our group went to the farm and 


helped prepare plant beds, planted crops, composted, etc. 


 


       
 


 
 


Figure 3. Veggielution Volunteer Day 







 


On March 13
th


, 2013, a bake sale fundraiser was held on the San Jose State University 


campus. The food sold included store bought baked goods and home baked goods, all 


donated by Pi Tau Sigma members. Members and initates took shifts throughout the day 


running the sale. The bake sale resulted in a profit of over $200. 


 


Finally, on May 7
th


, 2013, the San Jose Phi Zeta chapter hosted the annual Mechanical and 


Aerospace Engineering Scholarship Awards Banquet. Pi Tau Sigma’s involvement in this 


event included the planning of the MAE organization presentations, raffle donation, 


program booklet compilation, and professor of the year vote. The Phi Zeta chapter also 


provided volunteers the night of the banquet as well as the M.C. of the event. 


 


Additionally, general meetings were held throughout the 2012-2013 academic year. A total 


of five general meetings were held in the fall semester and a total of three general meetings 


were held in the spring semester. 





